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INTRODUCTION
Variational techniques have long been used as a guiding principle for the construction of curves and surfaces. Most noteworthy are the fundamental notions of geodesie curve and minimal surface, cf. do Carmo [1] .
Among the many interesting and useful advances in this direction we mention that recent variational methods have been successfully used to obtain nonparametric surfaces which interpolate prescribed data, cf. Franke [5] . For planar interpolatory curves, minimizing the intégral of the square of its curvature is a criterion that has attracted some interest. This problem was Minvestigated by Lee and Forsythe [10] and also by Jerome and Fisher [6] (with the additional constraint that the length of the curve is bounded). A linearized version of this problem leads to interpolatory (natural) spline curves, cf. Farin [2] , and gênerai results of this type are given in Sidhu and Weinert [15] . We also mention that variational principles have been also used to obtain GC 2 (twice geometrically continuous) interpolatory curves, Nielson [13] .
In all these cases, a fîxed parametrization of the curve is assumed. As this may dramatically affect the shape of the curve proposais have been made to even choose the parametrization of an optimal interpolatory curve by a variational principle, see Marin [11] , and Scherer [14] . This important design issue of best parametrization is also discussed by Foley [3] and Foley and Nielson [13] from nonvariational perspectives.
In this spirit, we study a practical problem of curve design where the choice of the curve is governed by a variational principle. The problem is to fïnd the shape a deformed wire in the plane of maximum durability which is subject to continuai wear due to external forces and the surrounding materiaL Such a requirement could arise in various situations, for instance, for wires in matrix printers which connect actuators to print heads.
We use this problem as a prototype for a class of variational curve problems which we solve by using convex duality theory. Thus we reduce our infinité dimensional primai problem to a fînite dimensional dual problem. We show that there is no duality gap and characterize our optimal curve in terms of the finite dimensional dual problem which can then be solved numerically. Some numerical examples are given.
THE WIRE PATH PROBLEM
The formulation of the problem we are about present is due to John Lew of IBM T. J. Watson Research Center. The description we give hère is a physically idealized set up which leads to a satisfactory analytic solution to the problem.
Wire Path Problem : A thin elastic rod of constant circular cross-section, with moment of inertia / and Young's modulus E is subject to external forces which bends it from a straight line, its underformed state. Assume that the axial curve of the rod is parametrized as r(t) -(x(t),y(t)), te [0, 1 ] and that the external force is a vector-valued function F(t) which exerts no twist on the rod. Then small déformation theory, cf. Landau and Lifshitz, eq. (20.14) [9] , yields the relation We suppose that the ends of the rod are constrained linearly (no curvature) which provides us with boundary conditions : The material surrounding the rod détermines a wear rate at each point t, assumed to be proportional to |f(r) | 2 and given by W{t) |f(f) | 2 for some known functions W(t) ; here |x| 2 = the euclidean norm of x e R 2 . To maximize the lifetime of the rod we want to find the curve r(£) which minimizes the maximum wear rate
over all curves r(f) subject to (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3).
ANALYSES OF THE WIRE PATH PROBLEM
We write the competing curves in the form
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hen the boundary conditions imply that
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Thus there are eight linear constraints on f which we express as follows. 
Then the constraints on f take the equivalent form n where (x, y) is the Standard euclidean inner product for vectors x, yeR 2 . We now extend this problem to the following situation (further examples of the gênerai case will be given later).
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Note that this is a gênerai version of the wire path problem when the wear rate is assumed to be constant. For our flrst result we require the following hypothesis : given any and An- dt .
(3.15)
Note that the extremal curve is a.e. a motion on the sphère with radius À o which is the minimum value of (3.8) that we seek.
Proof: Clearly, the function (3.13) has a unique minimum subject to (3.14) because it is a strictly convex function of d. Let y e R m \ {0} be the unique minimum. Then y satisfïes the nonlinear (variational) équations 
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The last équation above, and our basic hypothesis (3.11) 
implies that f(/) ^ o-(t)f°(t)
where <r is some function such that |o-(/)| = 1, a.e., t e [0, 1 ]. To pin down <r(t) we now use our linear constraints (3.9) which give 
\v(t)\ 2 dt
where p(r) = b 0 + b^l -t) + b 2 (l -t) 2 /2l + b 3 (l -t) 3 /3\ is a parametric cubic curve in the plane such that (a 0 , b 3 ) = (a l9 b 2 ). Although in this case (r°) (4) (t) is a motion on the circle of radius A o , the functional form of the actual curve r°(r) is quite complicated. Nonetheless, the numerical calculation r°(?) can be accomplished easily. Software for minimizing a convex function of several (eight) variables, given a procedure to compute the partial derivative of the objective function, is required. The computation of the intégrais can be accomplished by a quadrature which may take account of the zéros (integrable singularities) of the denominator. As a check it is advisable to employ a quadrature on the computed curve r°(/) to check if it satisfîes the boundary conditions (ii) For every a e R", the function (sk,r^g\t)) has at most k-l sign changes.
In the scalar case n = 1, this result was proved by Karlin, [8] .
Proof : Given e > 0 we define uniformly on compact subsets of (0, 1). Moreover, from the variation diminishing property of 5-spline series and the strict total positivity of the heat kernel G £ (x, y) , cf. Karlin [7] , it foliows that {Aff(Oï .»> A*"]?(0} constitutes a Chebyshev system on (0, 1). Thus any nontrivial linear combination of these functions have a most k -1 zéros on (0, 1). Hence, we may appeal to which is positive since the f?-splines are linearly independent. Thus fg converges weakly in L l (and hence a.e.), through some subsequence to an f 0 which therefore minimizes (4.5) subject to (4.3) (which holds for f = f 0 , because (4.6) holds for f = f(j). Consequently, the curve = r (q) = f 0 solves our minimum problem and inherits from fg the properties claimed in the Theorem.
It would be nice to have an efficient computational procedure to obtain an extremal curve for the problem above, even for the case that q = 2.
Various other extensions of our basic extremal problem are possible. Our previous analysis rests on being able to détermine the norm conjugate to the primai norm ||fII",2-max |f(f)| 2 .
(4 Using équation (4 11) a version of Theorem 3 1 will hold also for the mixed norms (4 9) Perhaps the special cases p, r = 1 or oo will lead to some further interesting vanational problems for curves where y h ..., 7 m are determined by the linear équations obtain by substituting f = f 0 in (4.13). In the special case (3.19), (3.20) the linear System has a block structure so that it reduces to an r x r (rather than an m x m, m -rk) linear System. This means we can characterize the optimal curve by minimizing coordinate by coordinate. For instance, when (4.2) is replaced by the (2, 2) norm and the curve is constrained by the interpolation conditions (4.1) we see that the optimal curve is coordinatewise, natural spline interpolation. This fact was the departure point for the problem of optimal knot parametrization for spline interpolation mentioned earlier in the introduction.
Our final comments will focus on adding, in addition to our linear constraints, some global constraint on the curve. For instance, generally speaking we might want the curve to avoid certain obstacles. We can cavalierly describe this by saying f(t) e K, for all t e [0, 1], for some set K^ R n . But, duality will only apply when K is convex, a strong hypothesis. We describe one possible resuit in the case that K is a closed convex cone. We restrict ourselves to the norm || f || ^ 2 and use methods of [12] . Although that paper, is restricted to Hilbert spaces norms, i.e. the (2.2) case, the gênerai methods used there suggest the following approach.
We suppose K is a closed convex subset of R" and that P K : R" -• K is the orthogonal projection onto K, i.e. min |x-y| 2 = |x -P K x| x, y e R n .
In gênerai, P K is a nonlinear function of n variables, which, however can be determined for some simple sets. When K is a closed convex cone, the case we will restrict ourselves to it is known that vol. 
